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I The global governance of the Internet and the influence that the EU is
able to exert in international governance institutions are two important
topics that this article brings Together in the context of the EU's relation-
ship with the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN), created in 1999 to manage strategically valuable technical resources
and functions of the Internet. Employing Schimmelfennig's model of rational
action in international institutional contexts, the article explores how the
EU acted to secure its interests within an organizationally constrained envi-
ronment. While ICANN was formed through an essentially rationalist
process where the EU accepted a less than first-best outcome in return for a
stake in its governance, a dialectical relationship thereafter developed where
the EU accepted and adapted ICANN's key norms but also asserted its
material interests through rhetorical action due to its relatively weak posi-
tion at ICANN's inception. I
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Introduction

As is by now widely documented, the Internet emerged from US federal
government funded research of the 1960s and 1970s, one of whose goals was
the creation of remote interactive computing. The result was a technically
robust system, which, through the development and deployment of com-
mon technical protocols, known as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP), allowed computers and computer networks operating at
a distance from one another and according to different technical specifica-
tions, to communicate. Through its formative years, this operationally
decentralized system was utilized primarily by academics and government
employees and administered by a small number of US computer science
experts. At this stage, the management of the system - ironically, hierarchi-
cally ordered despite the Internet's highly dispersed character — had not
achieved widespread international political-economic salience (Yu, 2003);
however, by the early 1990s, with key technological breakthroughs facili-
tating the emergence of the Internet as a sophisticated, fairly easy to use
communications system with global commercial and wider social commu-
nications potential, this situation had altered radically.

At a technical level, a series of key computing resources were required
to underpin rhe storage of identificatory information about all the com-
puters connected to the Internet and their location. Put very simply, the
technical structure of the Internet is pyramidal in nature, with ultimate
control held at its pinnacle by a series of 13 server computers. Since the
Internet's operation is crucially reliant on these technical resources, they
have been referred to as its 'root' (Mueller, 2002). Ten of these servets are
located in the US, seven of which are owned by the US government. The
other three are located in London, Stockholm and Tokyo respecrively.

The Internet's addressing system is also noteworthy in organizational
terms since it employs user-friendly mnemonic labels allowing computer
owners to communicate. During Internet communication, these labels are
translated into numerical equivalents - Intetnet Protocol addresses — that
are recognizable by the computers attached to the Internet, including
those at its 'toot'. This Domain Name System (DNS), like its underpin-
ning technical resources, is also hierarchically ordered with Top Level
Domains (TLDs) playing a crucial role at the root of Internet addressing.

Internet expansion, particularly commercialization, meant domain
names assumed increasing significance and value as global economic
resources since they provide a recognizable presence on the Intetnet for those
possessing them. Consequently, control over the system of the allocation and
management of domain names became an issue of global political-economic
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significance from the mid-1990s. The result was the creation, in 1999, of a
global organization, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), to address this issue.

The Internet has called into question the ability of governmental
authority to exert influence in the global governance of economic and social
resources. ICANN, created as an international, private, self-regulatory-
organization run by technical and commercial interests involved with the
Internet, appears to exemplify this. However, on the contrary, Dresner
(2004: 478-9) argues that:

States, particularly the great powers, remain the primary actors for handl ing
the social and political externalities created by globalisation and the
Internet. As the primary actors, the great powers are the most consistently
successful in achieving their preferences relative ro other actors. . . . Even
on issues in which there are large zones of agreement, such as the standard-
isation of technical protocols, the great powers will manipulate private
authority to achieve their desired ends.

This article explores in detail the role that one great power, the
European Union (EU), played in the emergence and early development of
an example of such inrernational private authority — ICANN. It illustrates
the limited extent to which the EU was involved in shaping ICANN's
emergence and proceeds to consider the degree to which ICANN's early
governance norms have been accepted and implemented by the EU, on the
one hand, and shaped by it, on the other. To do this, the article employs
Schimmelfennig's (2000, 2001, 2003) model of rational action in interna-
tional institutional contexts, the specific use of which is explored in the
next section.

The article's core argument is that the EU's role in ICANN's devel-
opment cannot be explained fully by a 'straightforward' rational institu-
tionalise account of influential states asserting their material interests.
ICANN's formation was essentially a 'rationalist affair', where the EU
accepted a less than first-best outcome due to the ultimate control of the
root server computers essential for the Internet's functioning held by the
US government. Thereafter, a dialectical relationship emerged between
the EU and ICANN. Within this dynamic, the EU accepted and adapted
to ICANN's fundamental governance norms but has also successfully asserted
its material interests through what Schimmelfennig terms rhetorical action,
a consequence of its relatively weak position (as a great power) at ICANN's
inception. This is illustrated by analysis of two key elements of the EU's
relationship with ICANN: first, the nature of ICANN's Governmental
Advisory Committee (GAC), the role it has exercised in ICANN affairs
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and where and how the EU'is situated in this process; second, the politics
of the initiative, launched by the EU shortly after ICANN's inception, to
create a dot eu Top Level Domain.

Conceptualizing the EU's relationship with ICANN: material
interest exertion and rational action in an institutional context

The process of formation and development of international institutions
is considered to be of prime impottance by political science scholars.
Contemplating different approaches to institutionalization, defined as 'a
process through which the actions and interactions of social actors come to
be normatively patterned', Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2002: 503)
focus on the relative contributions of the rationalist and constructivist
schools of thought. Though often more a matter of extent than funda-
mental principle, it is argued that these approaches differ in the key
respect that rationalist institutionalism is based primarily on individual-
ism and materialism, whereas constructivist (or sociological) institutional-
ism, in contrast, affords primacy to social and ideational belief systems.
Both perspectives also exhibit different logics of action; consequentiality
in the case of rationalism and logic of appropriateness in the case of con-
structivism (see also Checkel, 2001).

Rationalists argue that international institutions emerge as a process
of 'open normative contestation' (Schimmelfennig, 2000: 123). In any
rational institutionalist account, the status of an institution is less impor-
tant than the material interests of its members, who treat institutions as
instrumental fora in which to pursue self-interests more effectively, thus
emphasizing the regulatory and efficiency-generating qualities of organi-
zations. Alternatively, constructivist approaches emphasize how an insti-
tution shapes its members' identities and interests, the latter adhering to
prescribed behaviour as a consequence of normative commitment to the
institution on their part. The constructivisc approach considers institu-
tions to be powerful, autonomous entities that have constitutive and legit-
imacy-providing properties for their members (Schimmelfennig and
Sedelmeier, 2002: 508-10),

Recent work by Schimmelfennig (2000, 2001, 2003) has posited an
approach drawing, albeit in unequal measure, on insights from these ratio-
nalist and constructivist schools. In the context of research on the new
European political environment and, in particular and consequentially, EU
enlargement, Schimmelfennig aims to provide a more nuanced account of
state behaviour in inrernational institutional contexts than that provided
by traditional rationalist explanations, while at the same time recognizing
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the overriding importance of the exertion of material interests in these
fora. Thus, for Schimmelfennig (2000: 116):

... state governments are rational actors operating in a normatively institu-
tionalized international (and domestic) environment. . . [where] . .. the prop-
agation and adoption of constitutive beliefs and practices institutionalized in
the international system may be dictated by states' self-interest - in an Insti-
tutional environment:, it can be the rational choice to behave appropriately.

Underpinning this approach is the desire to explain the process of
international socialization, which considers possible internalization by a
state1 of relevant beliefs and practices that have been institutionalized in its
international operating environment (Schimmelfennig, 2000: 110). In an
Institutional context, such as the case of ICANN, in order to achieve legit-
imacy a state must take account of the organization's relevant political val-
ues and norms and, while not necessarily internalizing them, must adhere
to them enough to receive credibility from its peers. The decision made by
states to participate or otherwise in any set of institutional arrangements
requires a calcularion of wherher rhe benefits of legitimacy, in our case a
stake in the governance of rhe Internet's key technical resources, outweigh
any costs to be absorbed from becoming a member. Its ownership and con-
trol of the Internet's key technical resources and its decisive intervenrionist
role in t i i r desi.^r: of ICANN surliest th.u the US government acted as a
vital governmental socialization agent. However, orher states, in our case
the EU, despite being a leading international economic and political player,
can be regarded in this instance as something of an 'outside actor'.

The article employs Katzenstein's (1996: 5) definition of regulative
norms, which order behaviour, to focus on two key norms incorporared by
ICANN in its management of the Internet's DNS. The first norm, which
suggests that states should adopt a hands-off role in the governance of the
Internet's technical resources, relares directly to the self-regulatory structure
and operational principles set our for the Corporation at its inception. The
second norm, nationally or 'organizationally' defined conceptualizations of
Internet TLDs, is based on the then existing structure of the TLD system,
which was dichotomized into country code and generic TLDs respectively.
ICANN's governance norms are not explicitly prescriptive, in the sense that
they are enshrined in inrernarional laws or treaties of Internet governance.
However, these norms were well enough established - since they were widely
recognized in rhe Internet community prior to ICANN's creation - to pos-
sess a clear element of'oughtness' (Finnemore and Sikkink, 1998: 891).

Schimmelfennig argues that rationally acting states may attempt to
manipulate given standards of legitimacy through flexible interpretation
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of institutional norms in order to further their self-interest, achieved
through what is termed rhetorical action. This occurs with 'the instrumen-
tal use of arguments to persuade others of the validity of one's selfish
claims'. Thus, states in a comparatively weak position often employ
rhetorical action to directly address the continued credibility of the insti-
tution to enhance their gains from membership, appealing in the process
to its core norms and values {Schimmelfennig, 2000: 129). Rhetotical
action, therefore, involves a process of rationally driven norm manipula-
tion. Most importantly, those actors whose preferences are in line with, but
not identical to, institutional norms have a chance to 'add cheap legiti-
macy to their position' (Schimmelfennig, 2001: 63). Schimmelfennig
(2003: 161) argues that his approach:

. . . comes down heavily on the side of rationalism. Institutions constrain the
choices and behavior of self-interested actors but do not constitute their
identity and interests. Actors follow a logic of consequentially and do not
necessarily learn or internalise new preferences as a result of their interaction.
The synthesis . . . {of approaches} . . . Is based on the import of social struc-
tures (community environment) and discursive processes (arguing), which
feature prominently in constructivist accounts, into a rationalist model

ICANN is a unique example of an international organization that
was designed, from the outset, to be run by private interests, with states
playing a secondary role by acting in an advisory capacity through the
GAG. However, states, not least among which is the EU, have come to
play a mote interventionist role in this scenario of international private
interest governance than was laid out at its inception.

The EU and the formation of ICANN

Where assets grow to assume international functional and economic sig-
nificance, questions inevitably arise about how they will be governed and
managed at the international level and, unsurprisingly, such questions
arose regarding the creation and management of IP addresses and TLDs in
the mid- to late 1990s. The Internet is possibly unique in rhe history of
the global political economy since, despite the fact that the key technical
and human resources at its heart were originally located in the US, to
develop further strategic value, it needed to expand globally.

After a protracted and at times controversial negotiation process involv-
ing governmental, commercial and technical interests (see Mueller, 2002),
ICANN was eventually established as an international, not-for-profit organi-
zation under Californian law with responsibility for the global management
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of IP address space allocation and protocol parameter assignment; Internet
DNS management; and Internet root server system management. Controver-
sially, the US government, through its Department of Commerce, main-
tained unilateral supervision of ICANN, to be exercised, in particular, in
respect of any proposed changes to the DNS. While keen to stress initially
that it was an organization whose remit lay in technical coordination and
management, it was clear ICANN's tole went beyond this to cover issues
linked to the broader governance of the Internet's key resources, including
public policy (Klein, 2001: 338).

The process leading to the emergence of ICANN as a new international
organization for Internet governance was one with which the EU had note-
worthy involvement. While Europe had developed a relatively strong posi-
tion in telecommunications historically, the early significance and emergence
of the Internet went largely unnoticed (authors' interview).2 In terms of the
broader, cutting edge developments in Information and Communications
Technologies (ICTs), the EU commenced a debate on the Information Society
in 1994 with the release of the Bangemann Report, soon followed by the
launch of the first phase of an Action Plan for the Information Society
{European Commission, 1994). However, neithet of these initiatives showed
any great recognition of the burgeoning presence of the Internet. In techno-
logical terms, Werle (2002: 146) argues that around this time, the European
Commission, member state governments and the European computer indus-
try concentrated on the Open Systems Intetconnect (OSI) standards suite for
industrial policy reasons, theteby neglecting developments in the Internet's
key technical protocols, the TCP/IP. At the national level in the EU around
the mid-1990s, levels of Internet penetration were comparatively low, as was
general awareness of its significance in policy-making circles.

Thus, it was with some interest and, eventually, alarm, that European
communications policy-makers learned of the significance of the events
unfolding in US policy circles. The EU's entry into ICANN was largely a
teactive response to events in which the European Commission played a
prominent role — a role that was comparatively easy for it to exert since the
Intetnet did not possess any historical, technical, economic or institutional
roots in Europe's national contexts. The global nature of the Internet sug-
gested that the European Commission's designated function as a represen-
tative of its member states in international negotiating fora could be
deployed to fruitful effect. The EU was possibly the best way of securing
Europe's interests within this new global governance forum, as well as act-
ing as a shield against its most undesirable characteristics.

The Commission reacted to the emergence of policy proposals from the
US regarding future international Internet governance with some concern
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and key members of its Information Society Directorate-General attempted
to mobilize an ELI response. As has happened many times in EU ICT pol-
icy-making, the Commission liaised closely with, and drew on, the expert-
ise of business interests {Simpson, 2000) - In this case, those involved in the

European national country code TLD industry and European Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) primarily (authors' interview). Consequently, the
EU lobbied the US government to bemoan the lack of European involve-
ment and was particularly critical of a key US Green Paper, which the
Commission considered a clear attempt by the US to impose unilateral pol-
icy authority over the Internet (European Commission, 1998).

Key differences between EU and US approaches to the regulation of
ICT also became apparent at this juncture. While the EU had developed a
broadly neoliberal policy outlook and a series of practices in the ICT area,
these are characteristically distinct from that of other regions, including
the US (see Venturelli, 2002). These differences of approach have been
noted to resonate in international business fora, such as the Global Business
Electronic Dialogue (GBDe) (see Green-Cowles, 2001). Tellingly, with

regard to self-regulation, Newman and Bach discern a dichotomy between
'legalistic self-regulation in the US and coordinated self-regulation in Europe'
(Newman and Bach, 2001: 3; emphasis in original), the latter suggesting
a much more hands-on role for governmental authority. In the case of what
came to be called ICANN, the creation of a new organization for global
Internet governance operating outside direct state influence went against
the grain of that element of EU thinking that considered regulation nec-
essary not only to protect, but to promote, the public interest. However, the
EU was to achieve only limited success in securing its interests in the
makeup of ICANN. In particular, a follow-up US White Paper made it
clear that governments would only be able ro participate in ICANN

processes in an advisory capacity. This became manifest with the creation,
in 1999, of the Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC), whose role and
relationship to the EU are discussed later.

The White Paper provided, nonetheless, other indications of how the
EU, through a rationalist process of inter-state negotiation, had been able to
exert some, albeit relatively minor, influence through securing three seats on
ICANN's interim board in return for its support (authors' interviews).
However, ICANN was established on US territory under US law. Most
importantly, the EU had to accept a system of governance, in the form of
self-regulation, with which it was both unfamiliar and uneasy. The relega-
tion of influence in the day-to-day affairs of ICANN to a mere advisory
capacity was a directly related and equally significant cause for concern.

Nonetheless, while working within the overall normative framework of
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ICANN, there is evidence that it was able to manipulate norms through
rhetorical action to develop its material interests in two important areas: the
GAC and the creation of the first ever international regional TLD, dot eu.

The EU and ICANN's Governmental Advisory Committee

The GAC was created with the temit to 'provide advice on the activities
of ICANN as they relate to concerns of govetnments, multinational gov-
ernmental organisations and treaty organisations, and distinct economies
as tecognised in international fora, including matters where there may be
an interaction between ICANN's policies and various laws, international
agreements and public policy objectives' (ICANN, 1999: 2). The advisoty
nature of the GAC and the associated regulative norm that governments
should remain very much at arm's length from the operation of the
Corporation was novel in terms of the public policy traditions of the EU,
though the GAC's existence was a compromise that gave it a policy
foothold in ICANN's affairs, which it could attempt to exploit.

At its inaugural meeting, the EU Commission put forward a paper
that significantly influenced subsequent draft operating principles that
were agreed for the GAC {GAC, 1999: 3). The EU's rhetoric on the
ICANN—GAC relationship suggests a careful balance of support and ques-
tioning aimed at shifting the nature of the GAC's influence over the
Corporation in line with its interests without creating a fundamental change
in the nature of the telationship. In 2000, the European Commission sig-
nalled Its affirmation of the GAC by declaring its 'intention to continue to
encourage global participation in the ICANN GAC through the Union's
bilateral relationships worldwide' {European Commission, 2000: 8). Yet,
this declaration might also be read as a desire to tip the balance of power
away from the US in the GAC and ICANN as a whole, through an increased
weight of political numbers from outside the Ametican continent. On a
separate occasion, the EU also took pains to emphasize to ICANN that it
did not have a remit to act unilaterally, in reference to concerns raised in
the GAC over the underrepresentation of significant parts of the world in
the Corporation (GAC, 200la: 7). In its 2000 position papet, the
Commission showed its political skill by arguing that 'the ICANN Boatd
has in practice been responsive to the advice of the GAC. Thete has been
no difference of opinion, to date, that might have tested the willingness of
the governments to accept a - formally - secondary role in this context'
(European Commission, 2000: 8). At the same time, however, it noted that
should the position change 'then the current relationship would probably
have to be re-visited' (European Commission, 2000: 8). Crucially, in reference
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to the ICANN—GAG relationship, the paper went on to describe as the
best solution available 'the ciirrenr self-regulatory structure buttressed by
active policy oversight' (European Commission, 2000: 8). This provides
evidence of the EU's specific 'reading' of the relationship between ICANN
and the GAC, since 'oversight' suggests much more influence than 'advice
giving'.

This idea developed further in 2000 when the EU's principal negotia-
tor within ICANN, Christopher Wilkinson, described the ICANN-GAC
relationship as 'the first example of a public—private partnership . . . some-
times referred to as "Co-Regulation" where the scope of industry self-
regulation is guided and constrained by a parallel input from the public
authorities' (Wilkinson, 2000: 6). Co-regulation clearly is more in line
with EU traditions of governance bur, importantly, it does sit very much
ivithin the domain of self-regulation. The associated normative change
involved in moving from self- to co-regulatory practices - namely from a
clear hands-off to a more hands-on role for states - can be viewed as a prod-
uct of norm manipularion rather than norm replacement.

Elsewhere, the EU argued for more deliberation and interactivity
between GAC members in the interim between ICANN board rneerings
(GAC, 2()01a: 18) and on another occasion appealed directly to the ICANN
presidenr about the need to 'better mesh its [GAC's] advisory function
with the Board's decision making function' (GAC, 2001b: 7), something
more in line with its own public policy rradirion yet couched within
ICANN's existing normative framework.

The first three years of ICANN highlighted a series of problems with
both the structure of the Corporation and its methods of operation, and.
like many new experiments in global governance, it was the subject of sig-
nificant criticism. For example, with regard to issues such as representa-
tiveness, the process of creating new generic TLDs and ICANN's
relationship with national country code TLD administrators in particular,
there is evidence of an ongoing contestation of several of ICANN's key
procedures and associated norms. As a consequence, the ICANN board
itself launched a major review in 2002, which, in part, addressed its rela-
tionship with governments through the GAC. The GAC at this point
declared that 'three and a half years after its establishment there is a need
to specify ICANN's mandate and review and clarify its mission and the
specific functions for which it is responsible' (GAC, 2002a: 1).

Given the historic origins of the GAC, this period could well have been
expected to trigger a process in which the practice of self-regulation (and its
associated norm of non-intervention) underpinning ICANN could have
been subject to alteration, even removal. However, this did not materialize.
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Rather, the GAC began to speak of the need to create a public-privare sector
partnership, signalling an important shift of emphasis, though nor a whole-
sale change. This merely echoed rhe view put forward by the ICANN
president, suggesting that ICANN's initial scepticism of any government
involvement (authors' interviews) had given way to a more realistic vision of
how the Corporation should evolve.

It is also significant that while the EU, as noted earlier, had previ-
ously cautioned that ICANN's performance (in particular the appearance
of any disagreement with the GAC) might require a re-examination of the
GAC-ICANN relationship, during the 2002 ICANN reform period, a
Commission official declared that any divergence of opinion was best tack-
led by further dialogue rather than the creation of a right of veto for rhe
GAC (GAC, 2002b: 11). Around the same time, in a paper on ICANN
reform, the EU argued in a similar vein that 'government involvement
with the ICANN processes - . . needs to be strengthened . . . through an
enhanced relationship between ICANN and the GAC. ICANN should
consult rhe GAC on all public issues and take rhe advice of the GAC fully
into account' (Council of the European Union, 2002: 3). This clearly sug-
gested EU willingness to comply with the advisory norm associared with
self-regulation having secured a shift of emphasis to more co-regulatory
(enunciared as partnership) practices.

By contrast, other members of the GAC, notably Canada, appeared to
advocate a move to a more intergovernmentalist approach in the form of a
so-called ICANN Council, which would emanate from the GAC and 'act
in insrances of ICANN failure or where rhere was an obvious need for gov-
ernment intervention' (GAC, 2002b: 14). However, in a statement on
ICANN reform in 2002, in response to ICANN's own Evolution and
Reform Commirree paper on the same subject, a majority of GAC mem-
bers, including the EU, expressed support for rhe GAC chair to sit on the
ICANN board in an ex-officio capacity only.

It is notable that this proposal was opposed by France, Spain and
Germany, which along with other EU member states, sir on the GAC.
France and Germany also explicitly dissociated themselves from other ele-
ments of rhe GAC response. In particular, they insisted on the inclusion of
a counter-declaration, placed in an annex to the response document, that,
'Due to the evolutionary nature of ICANN's mission, a different organisa-
tion of government participation, on a different legal basis, may be con-
templated in the future' (GAC, 2002b: Annex 1). Alongside this, they
noted that other inrernational organizations not just ICANN — here the
Internationa! Telecommunications Union (ITU), the Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the World Intellectual
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Property Organization (WIPO) were specifically mentioned - have a right
to operate in ICANN's sphere of competence. Thus, while the EU accepted
the format and roie of the GAC, it is evident that this was not concurred
with 'domestically' by several of its most powerful member states, despite
the EU's attempts to secure a common position among its members in a
group known as the 'Internet Informal Group' (authors' interview).

The GAC has officially expressed the view that it should maintain
a distanced, advisory role and that in instances of disagreement with the
ICANN board a process of negotiation and deliberation should occur
which, if unsuccessful, would still place ultimate self-regulatory deci-
sion-making authority with ICANN. The caveat here, however, is the
assertion that, in such instances, national governments would be able to
take decisions in line with their national laws to protect the public inter-
est, suggesting that ICANN might well be sidelined and ignored should
any issue prove controversial enough (GAC, 2002b: 29—33; see also
Wilkinson, 2002: 3). As part of ICANN-GAC reforms aimed at the
creation of the aforementioned public-private partnership, a series of
GAC-ICANN liaisons were created to facilitate two-way communica-
tion between the relevant ICANN constituency on policy matters.' The
GAC also created a series of working groups to engage with the appro-
priate ICANN supporting organizations and committees (GAC, 2003:
3).' All of this suggests a much closer and probably, de facto, influential
role for government in the affairs of ICANN, an outcome likely to sit
well with the EU's preference for co-regulation. At a more practical
level, however, doubt has been cast over governments' willingness to
devote the necessary resources to the GAC this would require (authors'
interview).

The dot eu Top Level Domain

A decision made by the US government at the inception of ICANN, to
leave the creation of new TLDs to further deliberation by the international
community, presented another opportunity for the EU to exert its mate-
rial interests within ICANN through rhetorical action-based norm manip-
ulation. As already noted, the TLD system has developed historically along
the two lines of generic and country code names, respectively. However,
soon after the creation of ICANN, the EU launched a policy initiative to
create a unique international-regional EU TLD, dot eu.

The initial move by the EU to create dot eu was viewed with caution
by ICANN, soon allayed by the strong support it received from European
Internet business interests — through a collective grouping known as the
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European Community Panel of Participants in Internet Organization and
Management (EC-POP) — which interacted closely with the European
Commission on the matter (authors' interview). An important question
soon arose over where this unprecedented domain name would be accred-
ited since it did not appear to fit with the practice of the binary national
(that is country code) or 'organizational' (that is generic) domain naming
system. However, the ETJ, working within the existing (and by now well-
established) standard of legitimacy of the process of domain naming, was
able - through manipulating the norm of a country code conceptualization
of domain names - to argue a case for dot eu.

It did this by drawing on the International Standards Organization
(ISO), whose Maintenance Agency had reserved 'EU' as a code that could
be employed to represent the territory in any suitable instance. The European
Commission thus requested ICANN to delegate a dot eu TLD (confirmed
by authors' interviews). In its policy rhetoric, the EU argued that dot eu
would 'promote the use of, and access to, the Internet networks and vir-
tual marketplace . . . by providing a complementary registration domain
to existing country code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs) or global registra-
tion in the generic Top Level Domains and should in consequence increase
choice and competition' (European Parliament and Council of Ministers,
2002: 1). It was also atgued that dot eu would affect positively the 'typol-
ogy and technical infrastructure of the Internet in Europe . . . [and] bring
an added value to the Internet naming system' (European Parliament and
Council of Ministers, 2002: 1).

As things transpired, the process of ICANN's validation of dot eu,
though potentially complicated (since the EU is not a country per se),
turned out to be relatively straightforward. In the terms of this article,
ICANN was willing to comply with the manipulation of one of the core
norms of the domain naming system (developed and stabilized for years
before ICANN's inception) since the dot eu TLD was not considered an
affront to ICANN's standards of legitimacy and was a concession that
might serve to lock in a powerful political actor at this early stage of its
development. After studying the matter and undertaking some discussions
with the European Commission, the ICANN board passed a resolution
agteeing to the delegation {pers. comm with ICANN official5).

As a result of this, the EU, through acting rhetorically within the
accepted normative parameters of ICANN, was able to assert an important
material interest through norm manipulation. The details of the EU's
material interests in proposing dot eu are also worthy of consideration. The
EU hoped that dot eu would raise the profile of its Single European
Market. The rising importance of TLDs as trademarks might also be
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attractive to companies wishing to trade in cyberspace with an EU label.
The dot eu initiative can be viewed as an attempt by the EU to establish
and assert a European Union 'territory' and 'identity' m the electronic-
marketplace (see Halpin and Simpson, 2001), as well as raise its profile
within ICANN, in response to its belated realization of the importance of
the Internet and its minor policy role in ICANN's formation.

While superficially it might appear that the EU attempted to assert
a new policy norm in international Internet governance, closer inspection
of the process of establishment of dot eu reveals a more complex picture.
In particular, the EU worked within established international norms since,
importantly, ICANN was accepted as the only organization through which
the new TLD would be able to achieve status internationally. It regularly
liaised with ICANN and updated its GAC on the progress of the dot eu
regulation through the EU policy-making process - the latter a require-
ment for its legal establishment (GAC, 2000a: 5; 2002a: 6). The specifics
of the dot eu regulation illustrate how the EU appealed rhetorically to
ICANN's established practices and associated norms through the assertion
that 'Internet management has generally been based on the principles of
non-interference, self-management and self-regulation . . . these principles
should also apply to the .eu ccTLD' (European Parliament and European
Council of Ministers, 2002: para. 9)- Furthermore, the EU awarded a con-
tract to a not-for-profit registry (Eurid) selected by a process of competi-
tive tender and the registering of names in dot eu by accredited registrars
takes place on a competitive basis. The European Commission can be
regarded as having played a significant role in ensuring that the EU's
attempt to exert its material interests through rhetorical action and norm
manipulation bore fruit. For example, it agreed a resolution encouraging
its member states to implement the GAC devised principles on the man-
agement of ccTLDs (GAC, 2000b: 7).

Conclusion

The relatively short history of the EU's role in the institutionalization of
governance arrangements for the Internet's DNS highlights particular ways
in which, as a 'state', it acted to secure its interests within the organiza-
tionally constrained environment of ICANN's early years. By deploying
some of the recent work of Schimmelfennig, this article illustrates how the
EU, having been something of an 'outsider' (and thus in a relatively weak
position) in the rationalist process of negotiations leading to ICANN's cre-
ation, thereafter carefully worked within the standards of legitimacy of the
Corporation to promote and secure its status and interests. This it achieved
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through employing rhetorical action to manipulate two key regulative
norms of ICANN relating to the nature of its GAC, on the one hand, and
the conventions for naming TLDs, on the other.

Opportunities for rhetorical action must be pursued with care and
will be curtailed should any political actor proceed too far in its instru-
mental manipulation of the social values and norms of the institution in
question (Schimmelfennig, 2001: 64). In the case of the EU and ICANN,
the newness of the latter meant that, though the core practices and associ-
ated regulative norms around self-regulation and national country code
TLD designation were clearly established, these were amenable to modifi-
cation through manipulation. The EU was able to assert its preferences —
to have more direct governmental influence through positing the case for
more co-regulatory practices to be developed in ICANN and to argue for
the creation of the dot en TLD - without too much disruption to the
(albeit newly) established practices and norms of ICANN.

In pursuing these goals, it was not in its interests to challenge and
disrupt the basis of ICANN's core normative structure for two main rea-
sons. First, it needed a stake in the management of the Internet's key tech-
nical resources - the alternative might have been complete unilateral
governmental and private domination of the system's management by US
interests, given their control over these resources and, as a corollary, the
relative weakness of other states, such as the EU. Second, there were no
realistic structural alternatives or competing commercial models, during
the period in question, for the EU to pursue outside ICANN.

This case study of the early years of the EU's involvement in ICANN
provides an example of the utility of attempts to explain key developments
in international organizational environments for communications policy
through bringing together insights from rationalist and constructivist
institutionalism. However, there are two important caveats that suggest
that the use of rhetorical action for strategic purposes occurs only in highly-
specific circumstances, such as those highlighted in this article.

First, as internationai organizations go, ICANN is unique. The tech-
nical architecture and historical pattern of development of the Internet
have influenced its emergence and key structural features of private inter-
est, not-for-profit self-regulation. It is far from being a typical interna-
tional organization of the kind that has developed post-1945, in which
nation-states have played the paramount role. Second, as the article has
illustrated, the EU's involvement in the process leading to the creation of
ICANN highlights the importance of rationalist, inter-state negotiation in
the creation of governance arrangements for strategically crucial interna-
tional communications assets.
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This has been recently reaffirmed in the political process surrounding
the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS), where Internet gov-
ernance figured prominently and most controversially. Here, the calling into
question of both the position of ICANN and the continued control exercised
over the Internet's DNS key root servers by the US government proved to be
core issues. Srrong evidence exists of classic rationalist inter-state bargaining
and marerial interest exertion by the EU and other srate protagonists, not
least the US (see Christou and Simpson, 2007). Nevertheless, its willingness
and ability to deploy strategies of rhetorical action when necessary, as well as
straightforward rationalist bargaining, merely provides more indicators of
the growing confidence and maturity of the EU as an international political
actor in communications policy developments.

Notes

The research for this article was undertaken as part of the UK Economic and Social

Research Council (ESRC) funded European Regulation of Internet Commerce

(ERIC) project (Grant number RES-000-22-0356).

1. For our purposes, we regard the European Union as a state, since, through the

European Commission, it has represented its members in ICANN and the

negotiations that preceded the Corporation's creation. Very importantly, how-

ever, certain EU member states are also individually represented in ICANN's

Governmental Advisory Committee, an issue to which we return later in this

article.

2. The interview evidence used in this article was gathered from a series of semi-

structured interviews conducted in the Information Society Directorate-

General of the European Commission between January and March 2004.

3. There are nine such liaisons with parts of ICANN such as its ccTLD Names

Supporting Organization, its Generic Names Supporting Organization, Root

Server Advisory Committee and At Large Advisory Committee.

4. There are six working groups on issues such as internationalized domain

names, gTLDs, ccTLDs and IP versions 6 (IPv6).

5. Pers. comm. with a former ICANN director (29 January 2004) and a former

ICANN CEO (29 January 2004).
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